
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of equipment manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for equipment manager

Daily manage new equipment requests, identify and communicate correct
build for project request, and schedule assignments for future needs
Lead department efforts in managing and maintaining relationships with all
original equipment manufacturers and dealer networks to optimize company-
wide buying power, by reviewing the quality, pricing, service and availability
from our dealers
Maintain active working knowledge of various types of construction and the
role our equipment plays to achieve the end product for each application
Strategically research and identify alternative sourcing and equipment
solutions to meet evolving customer needs
Coordinate with the Equipment Operations Group and projects nationwide
on asset logistics to ensure project needs are filled
Lead and drive the financial reporting and analysis function for the equipment
sales engineering, selling and administrative expenses (including planning,
forecasting and review of actuals - $’s and headcount)
Support & Backup others in the NA Equipment Finance Team
Identifies defective clinical equipment and takes appropriate action for repair
or replacement
Provides and ensures preventive maintenance measure on all clinical
equipment
Assembles, tests, and assures correct working order of all clinical equipment

Example of Equipment Manager Job Description
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Strong work ethic with ability to work well with others
Minimum Bachelor Degree in Engineering or related fields
Technical aptitude, including Toolmaking, Mechanical, Hydraulic, and
Electrical/Electronic systems
Ability and interest in new, more responsible roles
Responsible for assuring compliance with all internal and external laws,
regulations, and policies regarding safety, health, and the environment within
the assigned area
To be knowledgeable of shop waste products


